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European Cloud UCC to Outshine “Big Brother” Across the Pond in 2018
The North American Cloud Unified Communications and Collaboration (UCC) market, led by strong U.S. SME
Cloud adoption, has long been considered the Cloud market front-runner—the historic big brother to
Europe’s little brother. The European Cloud UCC market, though sizable and currently experiencing higher
growth than North America, is often overshadowed due to smaller total revenues and a historically limited
M&A environment. It is true that Cloud adoption in most of Europe is approximately three to five years
behind U.S. adoption, depending on the region, however, the considerable growth noted in every research
report since 2012 has transformed a once diminutive, “little brother” market into a substantive, leading Cloud
market fueled by some of the most promising Cloud environments.
M&A activity in the European Cloud market hit an all-time high in 2017, with both strategic and financial
buyers aggressively competing for targets. We expect 2018 to be a pivotal year for European UCC M&A, with
deal flow intensifying throughout the year due to the following factors:





Relatively low Cloud penetration in most European regions, coupled with increasing demand and
subsiding data privacy and security concerns
An opportunity for the first Pan-European player to emerge
Considerable growth in Private Equity activity, with both U.S. and European Private Equity shops
backing consolidators in the space
Fallout from the BroadSoft / Cisco merger affecting both BroadSoft resellers and proprietary platform
providers

We predict that these domestic and international forces will come to a head in 2018, shaping Europe into
“the” market to capitalize on in 2018. The result will be unprecedented investment and activity in Europe, and
the region finally emerging from North America’s shadow to drive the global market forward.

Low Cloud Penetration in Most of Europe, Increasing Demand & Subsiding Concerns
The global UCC market, within the broader Managed Services segment, is
still dominated by On-Premise UCC deployments. Global Market Insights
estimates that of the global UCC market, On-Premise deployments hold
more than 60% market share.1 Even though On-Premise deployments
have decreased from approximately 70% market share over the last four
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Global Market Insights
Q Advisors defines “Hybrid” solutions to include a mixture of Private Cloud, Public Cloud, and On-Premise solutions
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Cloud adoption varies in every continent and even within countries, however, global market trends such as
the rapid adoption of mobile devices and the phase out of ISDN networks are forcing businesses to consider
Cloud migration at a greater rate than ever before. Total Cloud adoption for the aggregate of Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the U.K. is approximately 11% today, based on an estimate of 80 million total
seats.3 With such low current Cloud penetration and millions of SMEs in these global economies on the brink
of transitioning to a Cloud solution, a significant opportunity awaits in 2018.

Moreover, successful early adoption of Cloud technologies by “Cloud innovators” is helping to reduce top
concerns for European businesses. Enterprises, especially in Germany, primarily maintain critical data OnPremise due to confidentiality and security concerns. This data protectionism is cultural, with legal standards
such as the German Data Retention Act in place, and to date has been the greatest obstacle to Cloud
migration in Germany. However, local and regional providers have been able to address these concerns
recently by building out stringent IT security standards and expanding their local data center presence. In
addition, proof of successful cross-border sales organizations, generally via indirect sales through local
partners, has reduced bias against providers based in or expanding to other countries.
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Top Concerns Now Successfully Addressed by European Cloud Providers:
Concern
1.

Data Security and
Confidentiality

2.

Interoperability Issues

3.

Limited In-House IT
Capabilities

4.

Reluctance to Switch Due
to Recent Investment in
Legacy Systems

Rationale / Solution



Local data center presence
Robust IT security practices



Improved development and focus on application, platform, storage, and
configuration interoperability
Streamlined user experience and emphasized API / integration capabilities
Growth in SD-WAN capabilities





Redefined solution expectations demand single provider of a centralized and fully
managed solution
Reduces burden on organization when managed by single provider



Both the cost effectiveness and innovation of Cloud infrastructure vs. On-Premise
legacy systems motivates Cloud adoption
Continued market shift from IT break / fix model to MRR, multi-year contracted
model, especially after a few years and as maintenance costs increase



Opportunity for the First Pan-European Player to Emerge
Hybrid and Cloud strategies are becoming more normalized in Europe, however, true Cloud penetration still
has significant room for growth. A large opportunity exists today for a dominant UCC provider to emerge and
position itself at the forefront of this Cloud transformation. Currently, there is a highly fragmented service
provider ecosystem across Europe with no clear market leader, despite SME demand for a single source, panregional Cloud solution. To date, no company has executed a major European roll-up, though recent activity
suggests multiple players are positioning to do so.
Regions such as Scandinavia, Benelux, Germany, France, and Southern Europe are still dominated by local
players, but are producing larger, more financially viable targets as the cultural shift towards Cloud and
Hybrid environments evolves. In addition, domestic players are intensifying interest in geographic expansion,
both organically through new sales channels and offices and inorganically through smaller scale M&A. As a
result, the European market is finally seeing local “champions” big enough to garner significant attention,
whether as a platform company or as an attractive bolt on for a Pan-European roll-up.
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Rise in Private Equity (PE) and PE-Backed Consolidation Activity
A surprise in the current M&A environment is not the increase in the number of European UCC providers for
sale, but rather how aggressive financial sponsors have become with bids. While PE firms often bid lower than
strategics, due to a lack of immediate synergies, active PEs in Europe today are outbidding strategics at an
accelerating pace. PE firms have been especially liberal with multiples when evaluating high-quality add-on
acquisitions to supplement platforms, especially if the target possesses proprietary technology or other
market differentiators. We believe this PE behavior will strengthen and further increase competition through
2018, as firms have considerable capital to put to use, a sense of urgency to beat out consolidators,
competition, and adjacent investments to further develop the market.
Furthermore, financial institutions recognize the lack of strong strategic incumbents in most regions, and are
looking to replicate the successful financial buyouts of U.S. Cloud UCC providers. Consequently, between pure
PE buyouts and PE-backed strategic acquirers, we expect to see more than a dozen acquisitions this year in
the European UCC sector.
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Fallout from the BroadSoft / Cisco Merger
Cisco’s acquisition of BroadSoft was the most noteworthy Cloud UCC deal in 2017. With such significance,
however, comes substantial uncertainty regarding how it will affect other players in the space and the sector
as a whole. As a market leader and the most prevalent resold platform, BroadSoft affects UCC providers far
and wide. Conflicting predictions and volatile market activity will persist over the next year while Cisco refines
its Cloud UCC / BroadSoft strategy. Non-reliance on BroadSoft, and disassociation with any integration-related
ambiguity, is expected to be seen as a positive across the board. Hundreds of BroadSoft resellers are worried
about Cisco’s long-term strategy and specifically the preservation of BroadSoft’s significant White Label
channel. As a result, we expect a slight reduction in M&A activity for BroadSoft resellers, though only for two
or three quarters following closing of the acquisition.
Q Advisors also predicts great interest and competitive bids in 2018 for proprietary providers and other
robust platform resellers. The Cisco / BroadSoft deal has influenced all valuation multiples generally and will
have the greatest impact on the valuation of proprietary platforms. Amongst the uncertainty, one result is
already clear: proprietary platforms just became more valuable. LogMeIn’s recently announced agreement to
acquire Jive Communications validates our viewpoint. LogMeIn paid approximately 4.5x LTM revenue for a
business that while experiencing attractive growth, had no EBITDA. Overall, there is now increasing coverage,
interest, and value ascribed to proprietary platforms, including small to medium sized providers. Though
once seen as inferior to large platforms, these smaller proprietary platforms will garner significant attention
because they are likely to be valued below their larger peers. Such a trend plays favorably for the European
market, because Europe holds numerous small yet innovative proprietary Cloud UCC technology providers.

Looking Ahead in 2018
Though 1Q18 activity is already strong, we would not be surprised if more than a dozen sizable European UCC
companies are in market by 3Q18. Look for European providers to cautiously navigate market interest and
shift focus towards developing robust capabilities, cross-border sales organizations, and a diversified
customer base in order to appeal to and / or compete with consolidators. In support of largescale, global
interest we anticipate heighted attention on API integrations and multi-lingual, multi-currency, and multiregional tax platform development. Additionally, the prioritization of multi-tenancy and robust multi-instance
platforms is likely to take a front seat in 2018 as organizations seek to maximize value and long-term
profitability.
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Select 2017 Deals

Executed 1Q2018 Deals

2018 Deals
Will They or Won't They?

Following in the footsteps of its “big brother” market across the Atlantic has proven an effective strategy thus
far, however, new market dynamics and global attention are accelerating a unique European UCC market. We
believe the European UCC market will have its strongest year yet, and could surpass the U.S. market in
number of transactions in 2018.
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About Q Advisors
Q Advisors LLC (www.qllc.com) is a world-class global boutique investment bank formed in 2001 serving
public and private companies, PE firms, entrepreneurs and large multi-nationals in the telecom, media,
and technology (TMT) sectors. The firm has extensive, global reach, while also providing the
personalized service of a boutique advisory firm. Thanks to our partners and senior staff, who come
from leading investment banks and operating companies, we leverage extensive industry knowledge
and analytical insights to help our clients achieve successful M&A and capital markets transactions.
ted on four continents with a total value approaching $9 billion. We bring deep industry expertise in our
areas of focus: telecom, media, and technology. With senior leadership that has founded, managed and
owned large companies of our own, we focus squarely on the need and interest of each client.

Michael Quinn / Partner / quinn@qllc.com

Michael Quinn, founding partner of Q Advisors, brings a unique and highly valuable background to telecom, media, and technology (TMT)
investment banking that combines finance, hands on M&A experience, and law. With more than 25 years of international operations and
investment banking experience in the telecommunications industry, Michael has originated, structured, and executed more than 100
deals totaling more than $4 billion in transaction value. Michael’s deep industry expertise and extensive transaction experience has
enabled him to lead M&A and debt and equity financings in a variety of TMT sectors including Cloud and managed services, competitive
wireline telecom, wireless, digital media, social networking, mobile content, satellite and mobile infrastructure and solutions.

Hayley Hughes Morabito / Associate / hughes@qllc.com
Hayley Hughes joined Q Advisors in 2014 and has executed mergers and acquisitions, debt and equity financings and strategic advisory
for clients across the telecom, media, and technology (TMT) industries with an emphasis on the Cloud communications, managed
services and digital media sectors. Specific clients on whose transactions she has been engaged include: Swyx Solutions, TelePacific
Communications (now TPx Communications), Mundo Media, API Digital, TNCI and Ripple Resort Media.
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